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Aaron and Declan were on holiday so Charlie volunteered 
to go into goal for us.  Up to Hursley Hill for a sunny 
Thursday night. 
 
The line up was: 

 
Charlie 

 
Josh     Sam     Reece     Joel 

 
Bryn     Connor     Tom     Max 

 
Lorenzo     Callum 

 
Substitutes: Noah 
 
Spartak attacked but Reece cleared to Callum, who 
turned and laid in Lorenzo, but he prodded his shot wide.  
Josh controlled with his left foot and then Connor flicked it 
forward to the left where Callum went after it, one touch 
and then blasted it into the far right 0-1.  They kicked off 
and hit to our left-back area.  Joel hit it down the line for 
Tom to flick inside to Callum, and he spun and hit it for 
the far right corner 0-2.  We won it from their kick, played 
it down the line for Callum and his low driven cross was 
met in the middle by Lorenzo 0-3, with all three goals 
coming in the space of less than three minutes.  Spartak 
mounted an attack, rode a few challenges and saw the 
ball roll clear to their big winger who smashed it hard and 
low past Charlie’s slide 1-3.  From our kick we hit it 

forward for Callum who reached it ahead of the ‘keeper 
and lifts it over him, but into the outside of the net.  
Another Spartak attack saw Josh block, before the shot 
hit the post and come out.  Tom laid Callum through to 
shoot, and it deflected up, so he waited for it to come 
down, however the ball was spinning and bounced into 
the ‘keeper’s arms.  Noah chipped the ball forward for 
Lorenzo to flick on, then head the bounce on, before 
burying it low past the ‘keeper into the bottom left 1-4.  
Lorenzo went after his own ball down the right before 
centring the ball for Callum to lift over the ‘keeper for his 

Hat-Trick 1-5.  A ball down the line was chased by a 
Spartak player who hammered it into the far corner 2-5. 
 

HALF-TIME: B/SPARTAK   2    FRYS   5 
 
Noah passed the ball forward to Tom, who in turn found 
Lorenzo and he switched it cross-field to Bryn.  Bryn and 
Josh played it between each other until Bryn worked an 
angle to float the ball over and Lorenzo was in at the 
back post to header it in and complete his Hat-Trick 2-6.  
They attacked down their right and we didn’t deal with it.  
It was crossed to the middle and again we missed our 
chance to clear it and they hammered it home 3-6.  A 
high ball was hit into the area.  Charlie and Josh came for 
it, and managed to put each other off and their player 
happily passed it into the empty net 4-6.  After a bit of a 
melee Connor chipped it for the far corner, but their 
‘keeper made the save.  Their attack broke down and a 
quick ball out found Callum who went past a defender 
and buried it into the far corner 4-7.  Charlie played it to 
Joel and he found Reece.  Reece played it forward to 
Lorenzo who strode past their defender, played it inside 
to Conner, but his shot, although past the ‘keeper, was 
just wide.  Charlie decided from a goal-kick to pass to 
their forward!  He made amends however by sliding out 
very quickly to clear it.  We broke out of defence which 
Lorenzo chased and clipped through for Callum to 
hammer into the far top left corner of the goal 4-8.  Noah 
came across to cover and passed back for Charlie to 
clear, however his kick hit Noah, and so Noah went after 
the player, tugging on the shirt as he did, so the ref’ gave 
a penalty, which their tall lad blasted very hard, although 
credit to Charlie for getting his fingers to it 5-8. 
 

FULL-TIME: B/SPARTAK   5    FRYS   8 
  

Man of the Match – Chosen by Andy for excellent 
play and effort – Tom 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
I was very impressed with the way we went at them 
from the start, rather than in previous seasons 
where it took us 15 minutes to get going.  The team 
talk again was easy as I just asked them to keep 
doing what they were doing, passing, moving & 
working.  The highlight though was three goals in 
under three minutes. 


